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Summary:

The plaintiff, a parish priest in Calgary, Alberta, sued for damages for defamation. The
defendant, a lawyer in Goa, India, was noted in default.

The Alberta Court of Queen's Bench awarded the plaintiff $75,000 for general damages and
$50,000 for aggravated damages, granted injunctive relief and ordered the defendant to pay
solicitor and client costs.

Conflict of Laws - Topic 7604

Torts - Jurisdiction - Defamation - The plaintiff, a parish priest in Calgary, Alberta, sued for
damages for defamation - The defendant, a lawyer in Goa, India, was personally served in
India with the statement of claim and a notice setting out the grounds for service outside
Canada - The defendant was noted in default - The Alberta Court of Queen's Bench concluded
that the court had jurisdiction to hear the case even though the foreign defendant had not
attorned to the jurisdiction - Rule 11.25(2)(a) of the Alberta Rules of Court provided that a
document could be served outside of Canada if a "... real and substantial connection exists
between Alberta and the facts on which a claim in an action is based and the commencement
document is accompanied with a document which sets out the grounds for service of the
document outside of Canada." - At the time of service, the Rules did not require a prior court
order for service ex juris - Rule 11.25(3) set out circumstances in which a real and substantial
connection existed - A real and substantial connection existed here as the claim related to the
tort of defamation which occurred in Alberta by virtue of publication of the emails sent to
individuals in Alberta and by Internet and blog postings which were accessed by individuals
in Alberta - The tort of defamation occurred on publication of defamatory statements to a third
party - The defamatory statements were read in Alberta and, thus, publication occurred in
Alberta - See paragraphs 12 to 15.

Conflict of Laws - Topic 7605

Torts - Jurisdiction - Real and substantial connection - [See Conflict of Laws - Topic 7604].

Damage Awards - Topic 632

Torts - Injury to the person - Libel and slander - The defendant, a lawyer in Goa, India,
defamed the plaintiff, a parish priest in Calgary, Alberta - In August 2004, the defendant
alleged that the plaintiff, who was then a parish priest in Goa, had sexually molested a 13 year
old girl - Prior to the allegations, the plaintiff and others had made a complaint to the Goan



police that the defendant had trespassed - The Goan police and the Goan court determined that
the alleged molestation had not occurred - In 2006, the plaintiff came to Canada with the Goan
Archbishop's approval and took a position as a parish priest in Calgary where he worked with
children - The plaintiff advised the Bishop of the Diocese of Calgary of the defendant's prior
allegations - The Bishop contacted the Goan Archbishop and was told that there was no
substance to the allegations - In the fall of 2010 and through to May 2011, the defendant
repeated his 2004 allegations and further alleged that, inter alia, the plaintiff had evaded justice
by fleeing to Canada (the defamatory comments) - The allegations were made in internet blog
postings and emails sent to recipients in Alberta, including colleagues and the schools where
the plaintiff fulfilled his duties - The Bishop investigated and then notified the parish priests
and schools of the falsity of the allegations - The allegations affected the plaintiff's ability to
perform his duties - He withdrew from social contact and became fearful of wrongful
conviction - The Alberta Court of Queen's Bench stated that while the Bishop's prompt
response mitigated the damages, it had to be mindful that the hurt and harm of the defamatory
comments could last a lifetime - The court awarded the plaintiff general damages of $75,000
and aggravated damages of $50,000 - The court declined to award punitive damages where the
general and aggravated damages were sufficient to achieve the goal of punishment and
deterrence - The court also awarded injunctive relief and solicitor and client costs - The court
refused to depart from the general rule of not directing an apology or retraction from a
defendant who was neither a newspaper nor a broadcaster - See paragraphs 16 to 55.

Damage Awards - Topic 2406.1

Aggravated damages - Libel and slander - [See Damage Awards - Topic 632].

Damages - Topic 1297

Exemplary or punitive damages - Conditions precedent (or when awarded) - [See Damage

Awards - Topic 632].

Damages - Topic 1308

Exemplary or punitive damages - Libel and slander - [See Damage Awards - Topic 632].

Injunctions - Topic 6209

Particular matters - Torts - Defamation - [See Damage Awards - Topic 632].

Libel and Slander - Topic 1945

Publication - What constitutes - Internet (world wide web) - [See Conflict of Laws - Topic

7604].

Libel and Slander - Topic 4423

Damages - General damages (incl. measure of) - Elements and considerations - [See Damage

Awards - Topic 632].

Libel and Slander - Topic 4428

Damages - General damages (incl. measure of) - Aggravated damages - [See Damage Awards

- Topic 632].



Libel and Slander - Topic 4429

Damages - General damages (incl. measure of) - Exemplary or punitive damages - When

available - [See Damage Awards - Topic 632].

Libel and Slander - Topic 4446

Damages - Mitigation - Mitigating circumstances - [See Damage Awards - Topic 632].

Libel and Slander - Topic 4506

Damages - Libel - Defamation on the internet ("cyber libel") - [See Damage Awards - Topic

632].

Libel and Slander - Topic 4802

Retractions - When available - [See Damage Awards - Topic 632].

Libel and Slander - Topic 5002

Injunctions - When available - [See Damage Awards - Topic 632].

Libel and Slander - Topic 5006

Injunctions - Restraining further defamation - [See Damage Awards - Topic 632].

Libel and Slander - Topic 6010

Practice - General - Jurisdiction - [See Conflict of Laws - Topic 7604].

Practice - Topic 7466.5

Costs - Solicitor and client costs - Entitlement to - Defamation actions - [See Damage Awards

- Topic 632].
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Counsel:

David J. Corry, Q.C., and Timothy Stock-Bateman (Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP), for the
plaintiff;

No one appeared for the defendant.

This matter was heard on April 22-24, 2013, by Nixon, J., of the Alberta Court of Queen's
Bench, Judicial District of Calgary, who delivered the following reasons for judgment on
December 6, 2013.

Judgment for plaintiff.
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